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ROSEN Group (ROSEN) provides cutting-edge solutions in
all areas of the pipeline integrity process chain. Since its
establishment in 1981, the company has rapidly grown and
continues to do so.
The key to ROSEN’s highly innovation-driven approach is
listening to and understanding the needs of the industry and
its operators. Thus, “empowered by technology” is the promise
that the company delivers on by focusing on the safe, costeffective and efficient operation of assets.
Offshore assets are increasingly in the public eye. With
efficiency becoming ever more vital, integrity management
is a subject of utmost importance. However, the challenges
for offshore asset management are extensive, including
great environmental risks, high costs and extreme operating
conditions. To truly assess the condition of an asset, multiple
components must be considered. These can be grouped into
two main categories: diagnostics and integrity.
Diagnostics focuses primarily on the detection of features
and collection of data. This can include various elements, such
as understanding material properties, loads and deformations.
Various diagnostic methods are available for data collection
of both the interior and exterior features of offshore assets, as
well as subsea and above sea components.
Comprehensive assessment of an asset’s condition exceeds
the collection of data. Data must also be analysed to identify
behavioural patterns, future risks and more, which comprises
the integrity category.
When combining competence for diagnostics and integrity,
ROSEN creates solutions for a range of assets. Two particular
cases the company has worked on or is currently involved with
are loading lines and deep sea pipelines.
Deep sea pipelines must not be overlooked when it comes
to integrity management. They redefine extreme conditions
and their corresponding requirements are steadily growing.
Challenges to be considered and overcome with regards to
deep sea pipelines include pressures of as high as 550 bar, wall
thicknesses of 35 mm and above, multidiameter pipelines, nonstandard pipeline design and extreme lengths.
In light of these difficulties, ROSEN develops specialised
inspection tools. The conception and design of these solutions
takes place in the company’s Technology & Research Center
and includes feasibility studies and complex tool design. To
ensure the effectiveness of its new tools and technologies,
ROSEN actively tests and validates at an extensive facility
available in Lingen (Germany). The tests include pull and pump
test capabilities of 3 - 56 in.
Regarding tools for deep sea pipeline inspection, it is most
important that the applied measurement technologies are
strong enough to cover the entire pipe wall and thickness. In
the case of magnetic flux leakage (MFL), the magnetic field
must be increased, otherwise data coverage and quality is
insufficient for a comprehensive integrity assessment.

Loading lines are often deemed critical to a network as
they are often the only method for transporting product to
onshore distribution points. A combination of challenges make
loading lines particularly difficult to inspect, including extreme
operating conditions, a lack of access for inline inspection
tools and unconventional pipeline design. As a result, tailored
inspection solutions are needed.
Using a toolbox approach, which combines propulsion,
technology, access, sensor carrier and experience elements,
ROSEN has developed various solutions for loading lines, such
as free-swimming, bidirectional or self-propelled robotic units
to move a tool through the line. These tailored solutions are
particularly applicable in unpiggable or challenging pipeline
assets.
Depending on the boundary conditions of an inspection,
propulsion may have also been created through pumping
with nitrogen/air, batching or tethering. Such tools are usually
equipped with customised sensor units in order to respond to
the extreme conditions. Other adaptations, such as specialised
polyurethane cups or bypass options, may also be applied.
A physical tool that can be propelled through the asset
is not sufficient. Subsea tool monitoring systems must
also be considered. This may include electronic tool
detectors (such as ROSEN’s EPD III) and/or subsea
antennas. In addition, specialised cleaning and
passage assessments are needed to ensure that any
inspection unit can safely pass through the loading
line.
A complete integrity assessment requires the
combination of all data sets from measurement
sensors, operating conditions and monitoring
systems.

LOOKING AHEAD
❝At the ROSEN Energy and
Innovation Forum 2016 – a
discussion platform for future
integrity concerns amongst
all stakeholders involved –
ROSEN stated that this year’s
biggest challenge will be to cope with
the increasing amount of complexity in the industry.
As an industry, we need to focus on more factors
and the fact that various information sets will grow
exponentially. We must turn to other industries,
such as the medical field or aerospace, to learn
and benefit from their experiences. We must make
the experience gained in our respective regions
available and share it worldwide to better cope with
challenges.❞
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Figure 1. Loading
lines present unique
challenges for inspection
solutions.

Figure 2. Specialised tools must be
developed and tested to combat
deep sea pipeline challenges.

